
A.  Educational Resources 

 Computer Science: Increased technology, additional resources (books and cd) to support, more 
space (lab)  

 Need additional special education staff (mild to moderate sped) at K-2  

 Smartboards for Music .  Instrument sterilization policy to go into effect.  Possible implications 
financially.   

 Develop a laptop replacement plan.  They don’t last for 5-7 years.   

 BYOD is a bust and behind the times in comparison to a lot of school districts, one to one would be 
more helpful. 

 Math/Science at least much prefer textbooks to ebooks for ease of flipping through pages.  For 
example:  in a textbook if you are working on problems on page 12 but need to go back to page 8 to 
refresh on how to do a problem, the back and forth is easy.  Swiping on an ebook is not. 

 When kids lose a textbook, a notice goes to the parents that they have to pay but the teacher never 
sees the money to replace the book.  Some teachers advise their students to go on amazon to 
replace the book instead. 

 Is there a textbook budget? 

 Smartboards at Center are awesome and coveted by all. 

 Technology needs to work immediately.  If I have to wait 20 seconds for a page to load over and 
over, I lose the class over and over. 

 Teachers should be able to take home tablets the kids are using in class to get better acquainted 
with the technology and to explore new applications. 

 High school is overcrowded – built for 800 currently has 1087 

 FSS understaffed in SPED, number of students versus number of staff 

 High school, evaluation and student management, admin run down not enough 

 HS has texts, supplies, materials needed (math would like text they don’t have) 

 HS - textbook adoption, where are we with this? 

 HS – AV equipment, bulbs, something that needs to be replaced, up keep things  

 HS – shortage of computer lab space 

 HS – 21st century skills in an older style space including technology 

 FSS – middle school have what they need, material wise 

 Center – greater ELL population demands, reading support-yes, math-no 

 Expectations added more and more, email, voicemail, added to the plate, same amount of time 

 HS – USI half year, USZ full year, USI scope and sequence needs tweaking. 

 MS – ELA, no materials adoption since Michael came, need books, math has 1x1 but did not 
purchase for ELA 

 Explore Odyssey, target invention but no general Ed teachers 

 FSS has 25 chromebooks that have to be shared with entire grade, need more  

 Special Education doesn’t have curriculum materials for classrooms, need materials to do the same 
thing in a modified way. 

 ELA Teachers have no packages they need to create all support materials 

 Special Education feels like they aren’t in the loop, let them have money to buy special education 
companion pieces 

 No FTE in tech or library for middle school, just an aid 

 Need foreign language in 7th and 8th, unprepared kids for Spanish 1 the kids don’t get the culture 
just the language which isn’t tied to the stories of the culture 

 Foreign language needs more workbooks, they have to copy 

 HS – Special education needs textbooks 

 HS – no faculty room 

 HS media support has improved in the past year, doing a good job with what they have 

 Need more access to online textbooks and update textbooks in general  

 Eg at HS 6 year old science and history text, there used to be enough to leave a few copies in the 
media center for students but now there is not 



 Biggest resource lacking is time. Teachers are overwhelmed with paperwork and filling out data etc 
that time on learning is significantly impacted and they do so much on their own time. Time to 
collaborate and visit other classes,  

 Middle Schools feel they don't have time to master a topic and science classes aren't up to par 
because lacking lab time and equipment  

 Also lacking in language at middle school  putting us at a disadvantage. 

 Purchase of books for classroom/library (elementary 

 Furniture to old 

 New needs for online resources (21st century skills) for specific content areas, we currently have 
some for Math and ELA 

 More consistent cycle of replacing books/workbooks so that teachers don’t  need to photocopy as 
much 

 Electronic textbook subscriptions to ensure there are enough copies for all students 

 Positive note – HS English Dept. feels good about how book room is stocked 
 

B.  Facilities and Technology 

 The high school is overcrowded.  Sharing classrooms and on carts.-not enough time to speak with 
children   

 Would like more Smartboards  

 Classrooms are cleaned, but need updates (high school).  There are lockers in places where they 
shouldn’t be to accommodate increase in student population.  The corridors have shrunk as a result 
and there is more conflict and unsafe conditions as a result.  Can’t add programs because there is a 
lack of space   

 Negative pride for students about the high school due to repairs that are needed (leaking roof).  
Outside doors that don’t fit properly (can see through the doorways).  

 There is a desire to have more document cameras 

 No air conditioning in buildings (FSS) impacts learning.   

 The technology department has been very efficient this year at addressing issues.   

 District staff aspirations for using technology is not matched based on our current hardware and 
infrastructure 

 What is the technology plan, how is it implemented, how is feedback from staff sought?  

 Overwhelming space needs at the high school – I could write note after note with how many times 
this was mentioned. 

 Science labs need a complete demolition and makeover 

 Small classrooms at the high school 

 There needs to be space dedicated to tutoring 

 HS – each department had a computer lab designed  for the given curriculum area 

 FSS – Conserve energy, windows leaky (no insulation), no regulation of temperature, stairwells 
very cold, not build for cold/hot weather. 

 1 to1 chromebook at middle school level, dedicated IT staff for each building, need more IT support 

 HS – bring your own device is a failure, cell phone usage, wrong reason/ideas 

 Faculty Survey – what are they using technology for, differentiating resources for needs of students, 
etc. 

 HS – hard to supervise cell phone uses, taking photos of quizzes, etc. 

 FSS – water fountains, green issues, hydration issues, water not very good setup, kids bring their 
own water bottles 

 FSS – Air quality concerns, old building, titles drip water and they stay wet 

 HS – Air circulation issues 

 HS – English department wants kindles with book titles, online resources, less need for textbooks. 

 FSS – Locks fixed but not working well, science labs need to be updated 

 BYOD:  Students don’t bring because worried it will be stolen and don’t want to lug big laptop with 
them 

 Often students will use phones, which opens up other issues. 

 On the other hand, it students need to look something up quickly discussions, phones work great 



 Chromebook carts are great addition, however limited if you need to run specific software. 

 Facilities are limited in terms of available computer lab 

 Suggestion made:  one to one device policy, families could rent to own. 

 BYOD – elementary and middle schools don’t currently let students carry phones 

 FSS – needs air conditioning, using own fans, need industrial fans, window only open cracks 

 HS has significant space issues with a significant number of teachers on carts (science teachers 
with multiple carts) 

 HS has a variety of facilities issues, windows, workspaces, shades missing in classrooms 

 Middle school has divided chromebooks differently from original cart 

 Shades missing for lockdowns 

 LBMS – excellent facilities staff 

 FSS – Windows only open 4”, need AC, no cross ventilation 

 HS – Classrooms are too full, Special Education has biggest rooms with smallest groups but gets 
up to 30 kids because there is no where else to hold classrooms.  Very difficult in assessments mid 
term. 

 HS – need a lot more classrooms 

 LBMS – needs more space for Special education testing, 10 groups in one grade 

 HS – 3 of 11 ELA teachers do not have a room, share one workspace in between classes 

 HS – get less grading done no physical space 

 HS – Café is too small 

 HS – No special education department office 

 HS – campus study, outside café, no tables/chairs, poor lighting 

 Middle school sciences need more time  space and equipment for labs to properly be prepared for 
HS Sciences 

 FSS. Special Ed space is OT/PT all combined which is very difficult for challenged learners in such 
a busy space.  

 Smartboards through  out or interactive white boards 

 iPads apps are not what they want 
 

 Why don't we have broadband and wireless campus? Get kicked out of lesson and have to adjust 
on the fly. ***Tech people are not helpful or supportive  to their needs  

 Constant internet lag.   We can't share Google docs with parents.  

 Science based classes need PC not chrome books to teach technology and physics   

 They cannot print from their devices or share with teachers.  

 TRANSITION PLAN TO REAL WORLD ACCESS 

 Custodial staff is amazing. Our buildings a are very well maintained and have a great respectful 
mutual relationship with students and staff.  

 High School space - classrooms available, actually meaning not available and many teachers on 
carts affecting start time of classes, resources in room, demonstration materials limited due to 
traveling on a cart 

 High School technology - lack of working computers that have enough processing power, lack of 
computer lab time 

 Teachers given up on trying to schedule any computer lab time or working with technology in the 
classroom because no resources 

 Customer service of the technology support team (not available to help or fix things timely) 

 BYOD not really helping 

 Discussed not feeling like there is a plan to get to 1 to 1 or some other solution - if there is a plan 
folks don't understand it 

  Chromebook printing is an issue 

 Use the tech we have and stop buying new stuff when we aren't even leveraging or understanding 
what we have 

 Bandwidth getting better but still an issue 

 giving parents a "suggested" device so if they want to buy one they buy one that will work 



 Need time to master and reflect and collaborate on the initiatives and technology we have we can't 
keep adding more 
 

 
C.  Professional Development 

 When we get new curriculum (books) there needs to be more time to be educated with new 
resources,  

 Need for additional regular educational aides 

 Alternate Ed program for the high school  

 Adequate professional development funding especially at the high school  

 Need resources when the national science standards are implemented  

 Overwhelmed by the amount of time to plan, teach, assess, provide feedback, etc.   

 Need more space at the high school-classes on carts, not enough lab space   

 So many new things to learn (BLE, Atlas Rubicon, DDM, etc.) 

 We don’t have enough days for full day or ½ for PD.  Not enough time for content specific PD.   
High school doesn’t have CPT.  Need ongoing PD.   

 Take classes locally where graduate credits can be earned  

 Feel like we are completing tasks rather than PD.  

 Would prefer common content area PD (all music teachers, all art teachers, etc.)  

 Not enough people to facilitate professional development.  Not enough time to meet with middle 
school teachers  

 Lack of compensation for facilitating PD.   

 Aside from what is mandated by the state, PD is too focused on ‘organization’ or ‘how to file’ or 
‘bookkeeping’  

 PD needs to be more building centric – what is that particular school dealing with?  Have more 
timely and applicable to the specific needs of that school. 

 Before PD is scheduled, have time to meet with colleagues and/or other departments to develop PD 

 Nothing beats watching another teacher teach in class for new ideas, inspiration and collegiality.  
Could some PD be me just sitting in another’s class watching them work?  Sharing ideas around a 
table is fine, but seeing it in action is immeasurably better. 

 Often there is too long a disconnect in time between PD sessions.   We’ll sit for a couple hours 
listening to half a presentation in February and then come back to the rest in May. 

 More PD time period to address our needs and not just state mandated PD 

 Staff needs to be part of the decision making toward PD 

 PD needs to be run more efficiently with less topics on any given day, better scheduling. 

 More time built into the day to talk to colleagues 

 Does always target my needs 

 If it is something to support staff improvement (one size fits all) 

 New teacher perspective-idea is good but how can it help me? 

 Cross content PD would be helpful 

 Most valuable when I work with my job-a-likes, learn from each other 

 PD – long term divided on weather voice is heard if not on a committee 

 Need information on board certifications 

 Don’t finish and we don’t reflect 

 Most valuable when I go offsite  

 PE – not enough offerings for me for PDP 

 Change format, 2 half days into one whole day. 

 Prefer full days - 2 days at beginning of year and 2 in middle of year 

 PD spread out allows for reflection on what you are doing in between 

 Dire for building based PD time, in building based teams 

 Some schools pull teachers from classroom to do building based work 

 At elementary, since time has been focused on job a likes trying to work on district initiatives, 
instead of being able to work/learn about something new to improve instruction 



 Discussion on collaborating versus professional development.  PD time is used for initiatives 
instead of talking about instruction. 

 Example shared – PD around memoir where teachers learned some new strategies that they were 
able to use in classroom. 

 Example – Summer PD on science writing 

 Too much district time not enough building time 

 Want more outside presenters to talk about teaching 

 More PD on teaching strategies, all about curriculum or handling new mandates 

 Not enough time, too much to work on 

 We don’t get what we need 

 No time to work on it 

 No time for PD for non-teachers 

 Assistants need PD 

 Can assistants have time to share and collaborate together 

 No vertical PD (Special Ed, etc) 

 No coordination with elementary and middle School to work on continuum of learning 

 Grade 6-12 vertical team meetings were very helpful, since common core came in we can’t do it.  
Can we fit it back in? 

 Need more ½ day PD 

 PD days are driven by district and state initiatives not vertical collaboration 

 PD is general ed focused need for special ed PD 

 Need committees. Feel it is mostly elementary focused 

 In the HS they are giving up a faculty meeting on the 15th to have more appropriate PD  

 Too much too many topics.  "Jack of all trades masters at none" 

 They do not like the Friday afternoon PD like everyone teachers are drained.  

 Would like principals to have more autonomy to fit their population. They would like  more building 
specific topics rather than trying to please everyone at once. This was reiterated by all.  

 MRE 5 year plan has been very successful   Teacher like having choices of what workshops to 
choose from 

 Wish there was more money for outside workshops  

 They would like better time-more time to collaborate and analyze all the data they are inputting and 
receiving and have a plan proceed with the information 

 More prof dev on the technology we have 
 

 

D.  Student Support 

 Need an alternative program for High School  

 We have students who do not fit our current system  

 Aggressive look at children who have emotional/behavioral issues: think we are failing the students.   

 Students getting services that might not need them because we don’t have other programs  

 Need more vocational opportunities 

 Need to better meet the needs of Mental Health and  Vocational Needs 

 A program for students to receive additional support before or after school hours for students who 
struggle.  Better interventions for students outside of the school day to support students  

 Specialists (reading, math, writing, etc).  Send a student through testing because not enough 
experts to intervene.   

 Time to teach study skills, strategies, etc. rather than enrichment, etc.   

 Foreign language programs at middle school-cognitive benefits of being bilingual- parents are 
shocked that we don’t start teaching foreign language in 8th grade.  

 IEPs (mostly) get covered.  504s are spotty.  Alternative students who do not qualify for services 
are not at all served. 

 ACA has gone from great to not so great in the last few years.  It is an ‘island’ 

 Peer tutoring needs to be more of an official program with administrative support 

 Students needs resources for how to find professional tutors and peer tutors. 



 Students in lower grades really appreciate and work well with the tablets and chromebooks. 

 Lower grades need two staff members in the classrooms. 

 Enrichment at the elementary school is teacher dependent – which then depends on who is in 
class.  PLUS groups are difficult to manage if class make-up is challenging. 

 More SPED staff dedicated to lower grades especially K-2. 

 The high school could use another Asst. Principal to oversee student service. 

 There needs to be better communications across interventions – especially for students without 
official plans – and across departments.  These students especially get lost in the cracks.  Across 
departments and interventions a culture of expectation to respond needs to be established.  

 The student population at large has changed in the last few years.  Less engaged.  More apathetic.  
We are behind the times in many respects when it comes to reaching them. 

 Smaller classes so students are at least not forced to rub their arms against each other. 

 More support staff needed for differentiation.     

 NRSD perhaps doesn’t qualify for funds at DESE, but we need more staff to serve the current 
population which is only growing.   

 Summary:  (Or what I heard more than once in one form or another) The district needs 
decentralizing and schools need more autonomy on deciding how best to serve their population. It 
often feels like someone is sitting in an office, separate from any classroom, deciding what is 
priority of one request over another and there is no transparency of ‘why.’  Worse, the staff 
sometimes gets resources that they didn’t ask for as substitution for what they did without 
consulting them first about what would be a better alternative – sometimes after spending large 
amounts of time building their curriculum with a resource in mind.  They would like to see plans for 
their individual schools for technology and facilities that reach f 

 arther into the future and they would like leadership teams to be part of developing those plans. 

 District lacks enrichment programming 

 HS – STAT at HS very strong/supportive 

 Where are the resources for at risk students? 

 ADD/ADHD students in large class sizes. 

 Redesign schools to meet all the demands & needs of learners 

 1-5 students run out of Math classes to take 

 Young age students with behavior issues are they getting what they need 

 Increase special education support 

 Example – hiring of social worker at MRe 

 Students who live at RFK need transition or entry plan in order to ensure success in the school 

 Example – HS is working toward plans for alternative programming but this requires funding and 
space 

 Additional staffing needs as more students are identified as needing IEPs. 

 Coplanning time needed for co-teaching at all grade levels 

 Time to develop differentiated materials needed 

 Need school psychology chair, number of students increasing, 4 psychologist across the district, 
work 60 hrs week because of the increase in students 

 Need more aids, in every school 

 Alternative education programs needed, these are just for kids with IEPs 

 Chromebooks needed, kids would benefits from typing more 

 Need more guidance councilors, a lot of students are stressed, need additional staff to teach coping 
skills 

 Need grade to grade transition programs 

 Need more specialized academic support for the transient population 

 FSS has a very good effective STAT team MRE felt they did too 

 Lacking K-2 speEd teacher one for all three grades  

 Strong team model for STAT at middle schools  

 Would all like regional agreement with assabet over minuteman.Can we explore this option? 

 More paras especially at HS  

 CP level classes way to many kids in classes to serve the most diverse academic populations  



 More physical space  

 middle school kids need more time with s guidance counselor  

 Evaluations personnel for testing- need support can't possibly get to all testing in legal time frame.   

 Bound legally to IEP and we can't service what we are agreeing to in the IEP's 

 Need alternative education path at HS, only path is for 4 year college bound student 

 Kids need consumer math and wider variety of courses 

  Middle schools need 1 instructional assistant per grade 

  Elementary and Middle need proper training on how to handle explosive children, the issue is 
getting worse year over year 

 High School has a major discipline issue, getting worse every year 

 Late starts are better than early releases for all in HS 

 Need social workers 
 

 
Improvements Needed 

 Time to do the job and do it well: appropriate pd, more pd, time to learn programs 

 Technology: Infrastructure, software, and hardware.  Technology Planning and Implementation  

 Space: high school 

 Better communication between all schools and centralized office as to what is needed vs. what can 

be obtained. 

 More staff – everywhere 

 Space along with facility updates and repairs. 

 Work load added to the plate, never taken away 

 Full time teaching and full time managing the technology 

 High school building 

 PD needs 

 More bottom up approach not just trickle down 

 Communication 

 Vision needs to be current 

 Technology is lacking/ bandwidth 

 Principals need autonomy- how to balance needs and initiatives while maintaining autonomy  

 Technology 

 Increased focus and support for students with special needs 

 HS space and facilities needs 

 Continued communication with school committee 

 HS Space (safety in science ) 

 Professional development  

 Collaborative development 

 MS space for special ed support 

 Time on learning 

 Technology 

 Vertical collaboration 

 More psychologists for evaluations 

 Need more aids 
 
Best Things 

 Parents, student, staff of district.  Extremely supportive  

 Programming for kids with severe special needs is exemplary. 

 Kids come out of school very well prepared for college. 

 Teachers allowed more flexibility in how they deliver the curriculum.   

 Outstanding faculty, student centered, we care about the teacher and learning, look at them as 
people 



 Pass budgets, support drama, sports 

 Proactive with student STAT process 

 HS – Level but not tracked 

 Good class sizes – have mostly what we need, good resources 

 Strong administrative team, lot of effort put in on behalf of students and teahers 

 Feel appreciated 

 Professional dedicated staff / confident in all staff members 

 Strong community support  

 Student respect and Culture at all our schools  

 Really good at educating our students (HS expectations/rigor) 

 Great students and families 

 Personal connection with teachers/students, students come back to visit 

 Supportive district in terms of if we ask for and work through things we often get what we need 

 Staffing/resources are strong 

 Strong district programming (LINKS, etc.) 

 Comprehensive offerings at the HS are strong, students do have lots of options/choices (electives, 
arts, foods, extracurricular, best buddies, extended learning) 

 This kids in this district are worth teaching 

 Kids are motivated and want to learn 

 I have some freedom to create programs I want to create 

 Supported by staff and administration 

 I love my colleagues at the HS 

 Great faculty 

 Teams work together 

 Great admin support 

 Good support from parents for the most part 


